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FORECAST FROM WATER RESOURCES 

 Email recipients will receive the forecast within 72 hours 
 Pilot sites identified 
 Local radio stations identified 
 Training of participants in 14 sites to interprets send the information to the local communities  
 Permission taken from OP informer government 
 Now we are free to disseminate the information as soon as we have it ready 
 Share information with Senegal 
 Farmers are major stakeholders and the policy makers 
 Two different seasons (rainy and dry) 
 Timing of the release of the forecast to the farmers 
 Dissemination of information is a challenged 
 The frequency of sharing information is not enough compared to other countries 
 Communication facilities provided to the project sites for the interpretation of the information 
 No feedback mechanism in place to facilitate improvement 
 Members of the TAC to be part of the committees to facilitate information sharing 
 The MDTFs will also be very useful for processing and sharing information (Community 

sensitization 
 The project also engaged the Non-formal sector  
 Some interpretation to local languages have been done 
 Political interference has been a major setback during the former government 
 Provide services to the GCAA and this is the most important information before landing and take 

off 
 Enroute information from The Gambia to the next destination 
 Marine forecast services for the weather in sea 
 Climate services data on settlements and for research purposes 
 Provide seasonal disease forecast 

AGROMETEOROLOGY 

 Came in 1970 
 Use the climate information on agriculture to tell farmers how the crops will be faring relating to  
 Prediction of the harvest  
 How crops are doing at the end of the rains 
 Early warning bulletin is produced every 10 days from May-Oct with 18 publication 
 Describe of what has been happening in the last 10 days about the movement of the wind to 

determine the rains 
 The quantity of rains in the country 
 Intensity of the rainfall 
 It gives the people some knowledge about the raining days so that farmers can know when to 

sow their crops 
 Livestock movement 
 Cereals  market prices rive maize vegetables 
 NDMA to provide information to enrich the bulletin which ther not doing 
 Printing and distribution of hard copies is a challenged 
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 Emails become means of sharing information but only to the educated 
 The rainy season is going to be late 
 Advice farmers to decide the type of crops to sow 
 Human resource capacity a challenged and therefore delay in information sharing 
 Equipment are not readily available for data availability to the beneficiaries 

How NDMA get access to information on climate change 

 Receive information from water resources 
 The information is known as July, August and September (JAS) 
 Work with stakeholders to share information 
 Recently started receiving daily weather forecast 
 They also receive marine forecast 

Recommendation 

 If JAS information could be shared with Governor offices 
 Suggested if information could be shared through heads of institutions 
 It has been queried disaster reports are well comprehensive and detail 
 It is agreed information could be shared through emails to the focal person and copy heads of 

institutions 
 There should be training for the NDMAs and forecasters 

Hydrology and Water Resources 

 Collection of hydrological data across the country 
 Collect information on parameters such as PH, salinity, etc 
 All the water that falls goes to the basin 
 Does the flood forecasting 
 Should give water use information but not available 
 Some policy issue such as compact road, tiled compounds and water could not flow well 
 Felt does not have mandate to communicate information on key environmental issues 
 Taking information on groundwater depth 
  

Recommendation 

 Advice agriculture on water use activity, water use efficiency 
 To create some funds for  
 There is no data on water use 
 Logistic issues for data collection 
 To make best use of the Sub Committees related to water resources in the National Assembly 

Challenges 

 The NDMA was not privy to the plan of water resources 
 Financial resource limitation 
 Scientific terminologies from water resources are complex for understanding of NDMA 
 People settling on the water ways without approval from physical planning 
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 The governors normally are not aware of land allocation but only participate in land leasing 

RECOMMENDATION 

 Include the Regional Health Directorates 
 To include the MDFTs 
 The use traditional communicators to be trained  
 No monitoring mechanism to facilitate feedbacks from the users 

Information Communication Technology of DWR 

 Produce daily weather forecast on GRTS in English 
 The technical terms and key messages are translated in the various major languages in the 

country 
 Through the Early Warning Project, they have different pilot sites using community radios with 

presenters and traditional communicators trained on the glossaries  
 MOU with community radios where they have airtimes  
 Seasonal forecast information shared with partners and community members. It is also posted 

on their website 
 Available mailing list which they use to share weather information with individuals and partners 
 10 days bulleting produced from May to October 
 They are working on some billboards that can be used to publicly display key messages 
 People have been trained to dramatize the key messages as another strategy of disseminating 

the information  
 They collaborate with ACU Weather to share weather information  
 9 automatic weather stations that generate weather information 

 

Challenges / Gaps 

  

Recommendation 

 Collaborate with GSM operators on how to be sharing the key messages through SMS  
 To target the adult literacy institutions and groups for information dissemination 
 More sensitization activities needed in the communities  


